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 In the 1980s, some Western military officers built very large VIP bunkers to accommodate themselves. The majority of
bunkers have been built with natural or semi-natural walls that are covered by a protective outer skin of sandbags, soil or other

dense materials. They are usually entered from the side or rear. This is done to minimize incoming fire and increase the
firepower of the defender. Some bunkers are built with substantial concrete blast walls for additional protection. These are

sometimes known as "blast walls" or "blast doors". Shelters, where people are safely maintained, are generally designed
according to FEMA's Shelter Design Handbook. Many shelters are built using poles that are driven into the ground, creating a
simple structure. In the winter months, shelters with roofs made of snow, plexiglass, or other impermeable material are often
used. The shelters are designed to provide a basic level of comfort and protection to occupants during a long-term emergency.
Bomb shelters are usually designed to accommodate no more than ten to twenty people at a time. Many bomb shelters are built
in valleys or the bottom of a ravine to make them more difficult to detect by potential attackers. A number of bomb shelters are

also built in basements. Some tunnels are used for bomb shelters, and are often found in mountain regions. Waterproof and
watertight shelters A shelter designed for quick egress in water and other difficult conditions includes a shelter roof, floor, and
walls. Such shelters should have one way doors for egress, and access from the bottom (to prevent drowning). The shelter roof
can be made of tile, metal, rubber, and plastic sheeting. The roof can be a hard outer shell with air vents or perforated tile or

plastic sheeting. The roof is usually waterproof and watertight, and can be a "wet entry" for egress. In extreme weather
conditions, this roof can be an advantage, keeping the occupant dry, and therefore comfortable. The floors of these shelters are
usually made of concrete, wood, or tile. The walls may be constructed of various materials, and many are made waterproof. The

walls can also be made watertight, and thus the shelter is waterproof and watertight. Pistols & rifles When rifles and machine
guns were introduced, infantrymen were armed with the simpler and more basic rifles and muskets. A soldier may be required

to carry a firearm for personal defense. When the firearm is not 520fdb1ae7
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